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CHAPTER 2

A Modern Data Infrastructure

Before deciding on products and design for building pipelines,
it’s worth understanding what makes up a modern data stack.
As with most things in technology, there’s no single right way
to design your analytics ecosystem or choose products and
vendors. Regardless, there are some key needs and concepts
that have become industry standard and set the stage for best
practices in implementing pipelines.

Let’s take a look at the key components of such an infrastruc‐
ture as displayed in Figure 2-1. Future chapters explore how
each component factors into the design and implementation of
data pipelines.

Diversity of Data Sources
The majority of organizations have dozens, if not hundreds, of
data sources that feed their analytics endeavors. Data sources
vary across many dimensions covered in this section.
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Figure 2-1. The key components of a modern data infrastructure.

Source System Ownership
It’s typical for an analytics team to ingest data from source sys‐
tems that are built and owned by the organization as well as
from third-party tools and vendors. For example, an ecom‐
merce company might store data from their shopping cart in a
PostgreSQL (also known as Postgres) database behind their
web app. They may also use a third-party web analytics tool
such as Google Analytics to track usage on their website. The
combination of the two data sources (illustrated in Figure 2-2)
is required to get a full understanding of customer behavior
leading up to a purchase. Thus, a data pipeline that ends with
an analysis of such behavior starts with the ingestion of data
from both sources.
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Figure 2-2. A simple pipeline with data from multiple sources loaded
into an S3 bucket and then a Redshift database.

NOTE

The term data ingestion refers to extracting data from one
source and loading it into another.

Understanding the ownership of source systems is important
for several reasons. First, for third-party data sources you’re
likely limited as to what data you can access and how you can
access it. Most vendors make a REST API available, but few will
give you direct access to your data in the form of a SQL data‐
base. Even fewer will give you much in the way of customiza‐
tion of what data you can access and at what level of
granularity.

Internally built systems present the analytics team with more
opportunities to customize the data available as well as the
method of access. However, they present other challenges as
well. Were the systems built with consideration of data inges‐
tion? Often the answer is no, which has implications ranging
from the ingestion putting unintended load on the system to
the inability to load data incrementally. If you’re lucky, the
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engineering team that owns the source system will have the
time and willingness to work with you, but in the reality of
resource constraints, you may find it’s not dissimilar to work‐
ing with an external vendor.

Ingestion Interface and Data Structure
Regardless of who owns the source data, how you get it and in
what form is the first thing a data engineer will examine when
building a new data ingestion. First, what is the interface to the
data? Some of the most common include the following:

• A database behind an application, such as a Postgres or
MySQL database

• A layer of abstraction on top of a system such as a REST
API

• A stream processing platform such as Apache Kafka
• A shared network file system or cloud storage bucket con‐

taining logs, comma-separated value (CSV) files, and
other flat files

• A data warehouse or data lake
• Data in HDFS or HBase database

In addition to the interface, the structure of the data will vary.
Here are some common examples:

• JSON from a REST API
• Well-structured data from a MySQL database
• JSON within columns of a MySQL database table
• Semistructured log data
• CSV, fixed-width format (FWF), and other flat file formats
• JSON in flat files
• Stream output from Kafka
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Each interface and data structure presents its own challenges
and opportunities. Well-structured data is often easiest to work
with, but it’s usually structured in the interest of an application
or website. Beyond the ingestion of the data, further steps in
the pipeline will likely be necessary to clean and transform into
a structure better suited for an analytics project.

Semistructured data such as JSON is increasingly common and
has the advantage of the structure of attribute-value pairs and
nesting of objects. However, unlike a relational database, there
is no guarantee that each object in the same dataset will have
the same structure. As you’ll see later in this book, how one
deals with missing or incomplete data in a pipeline is context
dependent and increasingly necessary as the rigidity of the
structure in data is reduced.

Unstructured data is common for some analytics endeavors.
For example, Natural Language Processing (NLP) models
require vast amounts of free text data to train and validate.
Computer Vision (CV) projects require images and video con‐
tent. Even less daunting projects such as scraping data from
web pages have a need for free text data from the web in addi‐
tion to the semistructured HTML markup of a web page.

Data Volume
Though data engineers and hiring managers alike enjoy brag‐
ging about petabyte-scale datasets, the reality is that most
organizations value small datasets as much as large ones. In
addition, it’s common to ingest and model small and large
datasets in tandem. Though the design decisions at each step in
a pipeline must take data volume into consideration, high vol‐
ume does not mean high value.

All that said, most organizations have at least one dataset that is
key to both analytical needs as well as high volume. What’s high
volume? There’s no easy definition, but as it pertains to pipe‐
lines, it’s best to think in terms of a spectrum rather than a
binary definition of high- and low- volume datasets.
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NOTE

As you’ll see throughout this book, there’s as much danger
in oversimplifying data ingestion and processing—with the
result being long and inefficient runs—as there is in over‐
engineering pipeline tasks when the volume of data or
complexity of the task is low.

Data Cleanliness and Validity
Just as there is great diversity in data sources, the quality of
source data varies greatly. As the old saying goes, “garbage in,
garbage out.” It’s important to understand the limitations and
deficiencies of source data and address them in the appropriate
sections of your pipelines.

There are many common characteristics of “messy data,”
including, but not limited to, the following:

• Duplicate or ambiguous records
• Orphaned records
• Incomplete or missing records
• Text encoding errors
• Inconsistent formats (for example, phone numbers with or

without dashes)
• Mislabeled or unlabeled data

Of course, there are numerous others, as well as data validity
issues specific to the context of the source system.

There’s no magic bullet for ensuring data cleanliness and valid‐
ity, but in a modern data ecosystem, there are key characteris‐
tics and approaches that we’ll see throughout this book:

Assume the worst, expect the best
Pristine datasets only exist in academic literature. Assume
your input datasets will contain numerous validity and
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consistency issues, but build pipelines that identify and
cleanse data in the interest of clean output.

Clean and validate data in the system best suited to do so
There are times when it’s better to wait to clean data until
later in a pipeline. For example, modern pipelines tend to
follow an extract-load-transform (ELT) rather than
extract-transform-load (ETL) approach for data ware‐
housing (more in Chapter 3). It’s sometimes optimal to
load data into a data lake in a fairly raw form and to worry
about structuring and cleaning later in the pipeline. In
other words, use the right tool for the right job rather than
rushing the cleaning and validation processes.

Validate often
Even if you don’t clean up data early in a pipeline, don’t
wait until the end of the pipeline to validate it. You’ll have
a much harder time determining where things went
wrong. Conversely, don’t validate once early in a pipeline
and assume all will go well in subsequent steps. Chapter 8
digs deeper into validation.

Latency and Bandwidth of the Source System
The need to frequently extract high volumes of data from
source systems is a common use case in a modern data stack.
Doing so presents challenges, however. Data extraction steps in
pipelines must contend with API rate limits, connection time-
outs, slow downloads, and source system owners who are
unhappy due to strain placed on their systems.

NOTE

As I’ll discuss in Chapters 4 and 2 in more detail, data
ingestion is the first step in most data pipelines. Under‐
standing the characteristics of source systems and their
data is thus the first step in designing pipelines and making
decisions regarding infrastructure further downstream.
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Cloud Data Warehouses and Data Lakes
Three things transformed the landscape of analytics and data
warehousing over the last 10 years, and they’re all related to the
emergence of the major public cloud providers (Amazon, Goo‐
gle, and Microsoft):

• The ease of building and deploying data pipelines, data
lakes, warehouses, and analytics processing in the cloud.
No more waiting on IT departments and budget approval
for large up-front costs. Managed services—databases in
particular—have become mainstream.

• Continued drop-in storage costs in the cloud.
• The emergence of highly scalable, columnar databases,

such as Amazon Redshift, Snowflake, and Google Big
Query.

These changes breathed new life into data warehouses and
introduced the concept of a data lake. Though Chapter 5 covers
data warehouses and data lakes in more detail, it’s worth briefly
defining both now, in order to clarify their place in a modern
data ecosystem.

A data warehouse is a database where data from different sys‐
tems is stored and modeled to support analysis and other activ‐
ities related to answering questions with it. Data in a data ware‐
house is structured and optimized for reporting and analysis
queries.

A data lake is where data is stored, but without the structure or
query optimization of a data warehouse. It will likely contain a
high volume of data as well as a variety of data types. For exam‐
ple, a single data lake might contain a collection of blog posts
stored as text files, flat file extracts from a relational database,
and JSON objects containing events generated by sensors in an
industrial system. It can even store structured data like a stan‐
dard database, though it’s not optimized for querying such data
in the interest of reporting and analysis.
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There is a place for both data warehouses and data lakes in the
same data ecosystem, and data pipelines often move data
between both.

Data Ingestion Tools
The need to ingest data from one system to another is common
to nearly all data pipelines. As previously discussed in this
chapter, data teams must contend with a diversity of data sour‐
ces from which to ingest data from. Thankfully, a number of
commercial and open source tools are available in a modern
data infrastructure.

In this Pocket Reference, I discuss some of the most common
of these tools and frameworks, including:

• Singer
• Stitch
• Fivetran

Despite the prevalence of these tools, some teams decide to
build custom code to ingest data. Some even develop their own
frameworks. The reasons vary by organization but are often
related to cost, a culture of building over buying, and concerns
about the legal and security risks of trusting an external vendor.
In Chapter 5, I discuss the build versus buy trade-offs that are
unique to data ingestion tools. Of particular interest is whether
the value of a commercial solution is to make it easier for data
engineers to build data ingestions into their pipelines or to
enable nondata engineers (such as data analysts) to build inges‐
tions themselves.

As Chapters 4 and 2 discuss, data ingestion is traditionally both
the extract and load steps of an ETL or ELT process. Some tools
focus on just these steps, while others provide the user with
some transform capabilities as well. In practice, I find most data
teams choose to limit the number of transformations they
make during data ingestion and thus stick to ingestion tools
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that are good at two things: extracting data from a source and
loading it into a destination.

Data Transformation and Modeling Tools
Though the bulk of this chapter has focused on moving data
between sources and destinations (data ingestion), there is
much more to data pipelines and the movement of data. Pipe‐
lines are also made up of tasks that transform and model data
for new purposes, such as machine learning, analysis, and
reporting.

The terms data modeling and data transformation are often
used interchangeably; however, for the purposes of this text, I
will differentiate between them:

Data transformation
Transforming data is a broad term that is signified by the
T in an ETL or ELT process. A transformation can be
something as simple as converting a timestamp stored in a
table from one time zone to another. It can also be a more
complex operation that creates a new metric from multiple
source columns that are aggregated and filtered through
some business logic.

Data modeling
Data modeling is a more specific type of data transforma‐
tion. A data model structures and defines data in a format
that is understood and optimized for data analysis. A data
model is usually represented as one or more tables in a
data warehouse. The process of creating data models is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

Like data ingestion, there are a number of methodologies and
tools that are present in a modern data infrastructure. As previ‐
ously noted, some data ingestion tools provide some level of
data transformation capabilities, but these are often quite sim‐
ple. For example, for the sake of protecting personally identifia‐
ble information (PII) it may be desirable to turn an email
address into a hashed value that is stored in the final
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destination. Such a transformation is usually performed during
the ingestion process.

For more complex data transformations and data modeling, I
find it desirable to seek out tools and frameworks specifically
designed for the task, such as dbt (see Chapter 9). In addition,
data transformation is often context-specific and can be written
in a language familiar to data engineers and data analysts, such
as SQL or Python.

Data models that will be used for analysis and reporting are
typically defined and written in SQL or via point-and-click user
interfaces. Just like build-versus-buy trade-offs, there are con‐
siderations in choosing to build models using SQL versus a no-
code tool. SQL is a highly accessible language that is common
to both data engineers and analysts. It empowers the analyst to
work directly with the data and optimize the design of models
for their needs. It’s also used in nearly every organization, thus
providing a familiar entry point for new hires to a team. In
most cases, choosing a transformation framework that sup‐
ports building data models in SQL rather than via a point-and-
click user interface is desirable. You’ll get far more customiza‐
bility and own your development process from end to end.

Chapter 6 discusses transforming and modeling data at length.

Workflow Orchestration Platforms
As the complexity and number of data pipelines in an organi‐
zation grows, it’s important to introduce a workflow orchestra‐
tion platform to your data infrastructure. These platforms man‐
age the scheduling and flow of tasks in a pipeline. Imagine a
pipeline with a dozen tasks ranging from data ingestions writ‐
ten in Python to data transformations written in SQL that must
run in a particular sequence throughout the day. It’s not a sim‐
ple challenge to schedule and manage dependencies between
each task. Every data team faces this challenge, but thankfully
there are numerous workflow orchestration platforms available
to alleviate the pain.
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NOTE

Workflow orchestration platforms are also referred to as
workflow management systems (WMSs), orchestration plat‐
forms, or orchestration frameworks. I use these terms inter‐
changeably in this text.

Some platforms, such as Apache Airflow, Luigi, and AWS Glue,
are designed for more general use cases and are thus used for a
wide variety of data pipelines. Others, such as Kubeflow Pipe‐
lines, are designed for more specific use cases and platforms
(machine learning workflows built on Docker containers in the
case of Kubeflow Pipelines).

Directed Acyclic Graphs
Nearly all modern orchestration frameworks represent the flow
and dependencies of tasks in a pipeline as a graph. However,
pipeline graphs have some specific constraints.

Pipeline steps are always directed, meaning they start with a
general task or multiple tasks and end with a specific task or
tasks. This is required to guarantee a path of execution. In
other words, it ensures that tasks do not run before all their
dependent tasks are completed successfully.

Pipeline graphs must also be acyclic, meaning that a task cannot
point back to a previously completed task. In other words, it
cannot cycle back. If it could, then a pipeline could run
endlessly!

With these two constraints in mind, orchestration pipelines
produce graphs called directed acyclic graphs (DaGs).
Figure 2-3 illustrates a simple DAG. In this example, Task A
must complete before Tasks B and C can start. Once they are
both completed, then Task D can start. Once Task D is com‐
plete, the pipeline is completed as well.
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Figure 2-3. A DAG with four tasks. After Task A completes, Task B and
Task C run. When they both complete, Task D runs.

DAGs are a representation of a set of tasks and not where the
logic of the tasks is defined. An orchestration platform is capa‐
ble of running tasks of all sorts.

For example, consider a data pipeline with three tasks. It is rep‐
resented as a DAG in Figure 2-4.

• The first executes a SQL script that queries data from a
relational database and stores the result in a CSV file.

• The second runs a Python script that loads the CSV file,
cleans, and then reshapes the data before saving a new ver‐
sion of the file.

• Finally, a third task, which runs the COPY command in
SQL, loads the CSV created by the second task into a
Snowflake data warehouse.

Figure 2-4. A DAG with three tasks that run in sequence to extract
data from a SQL database, clean and reshape the data using a Python
script, and then load the resulting data into a data warehouse.

The orchestration platform executes each task, but the logic of
the tasks exists as SQL and Python code, which runs on differ‐
ent systems across the data infrastructure.
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Chapter 7 discusses workflow orchestration platforms in more
detail and provides hands-on examples of orchestrating a pipe‐
line in Apache Airflow.

Customizing Your Data Infrastructure
It’s rare to find two organizations with exactly the same data
infrastructure. Most pick and choose tools and vendors that
meet their specific needs and build the rest on their own.
Though I talk in detail about some of the most popular tools
and products throughout this book, many more come to mar‐
ket each year.

As previously noted, depending on the culture and resources in
your organization, you may be encouraged to build most of
your data infrastructure on your own, or to rely on SaaS ven‐
dors instead. Regardless of which way you lean on the build-
versus-buy scale, you can build the high-quality data infra‐
structure necessary to build high-quality data pipelines.

What’s important is understanding your constraints (dollars,
engineering resources, security, and legal risk tolerance) and
the resulting trade-offs. I speak to these throughout the text
and call out key decision points in selecting a product or tool.
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CHAPTER 5

Data Ingestion: Loading Data

In Chapter 4, you extracted data from your desired source sys‐
tem. Now it’s time to complete the data ingestion by loading the
data into your Redshift data warehouse. How you load depends
on what the output of your data extraction looks like. In this
section I will describe how to load data extracted into CSV files
with the values corresponding to each column in a table, as
well as extraction output containing CDC-formatted data.

Configuring an Amazon Redshift Warehouse
as a Destination
If you’re using Amazon Redshift for your data warehouse, inte‐
gration with S3 for loading data after it has been extracted is
quite simple. The first step is to create an IAM role for loading
data if you don’t already have one.

NOTE

For instructions on setting up an Amazon Redshift cluster,
check the latest documentation and pricing, including free
trials.

15
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Don’t Confuse IAM Roles and IAM Users
In Chapter 4, you created an IAM user that has read and write
access set on the S3 bucket that you’ll use throughout this sec‐
tion. In this section you’re creating an IAM role, which you’ll
assign permissions specific to reading from S3 directly to your
Redshift cluster.

To create the role, follow these instructions or check the AWS
documentation for the latest details:

1. Under the Services menu in the AWS console (or top navi‐
gation bar), navigate to IAM.

2. On the left navigation menu, select Roles, and then click
the “Create role” button.

3. You’ll be presented with a list of AWS services to select
from. Find and select Redshift.

4. Under “Select your use case,” choose Redshift – Customiz‐
able.

5. On the next page (Attach permission policies), search for
and select AmazonS3ReadOnlyAccess, and click Next.

6. Give your role a name (for example, “RedshiftLoadRole”)
and click “Create role.”

7. Click the name of the new role, and copy the role Amazon
resource name (ARN) so you can use it in later in this
chapter. You can find this later in the IAM console under
the role properties as well. The ARN looks like this:
arn:aws:iam::<aws-account-id>:role/<role-name>.

Now you can associate the IAM role you just created with your
Redshift cluster. To do so, follow these steps or check the Red‐
shift documentation for more details.
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NOTE

Your cluster will take a minute or two to apply the changes,
but it will still be accessible during this time.

1. Go back to the AWS Services menu and go to Amazon
Redshift.

2. In the navigation menu, select Clusters and select the clus‐
ter you want to load data into.

3. Under Actions, click “Manage IAM roles.”
4. On the “Manage IAM roles” page that loads, you will be

able to select your role in the “Available roles” drop-down.
Then click “Add IAM role.”

5. Click Done.

Finally, add another section to the pipeline.conf file that you
created in Chapter 4 with your Redshift credentials and the
name of the IAM role you just created. You can find your Red‐
shift cluster connection information on the AWS Redshift Con‐
sole page:

[aws_creds]
database = my_warehouse
username = pipeline_user
password = weifj4tji4j
host = my_example.4754875843.us-
east-1.redshift.amazonaws.com
port = 5439
iam_role = RedshiftLoadRole

Redshift Credential Best Practices
For the sake of simplicity, this example uses a database user‐
name and password to connect to the cluster from Python. In a
production environment, please consider more robust security
strategies including using IAM authentication to generate tem‐
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porary database credentials. You can learn more here. You may
also want to consider more secure storage of database creden‐
tials and other secrets than the local pipline.conf file used in this
book. Vault is one popular option.

Loading Data into a Redshift Warehouse
Loading data into Redshift that’s been extracted and stored as
values corresponding to each column in a table in your S3
bucket as a CSV file is relatively straightforward. Data in this
format is most common and is the result of extracting data
from a source such as a MySQL or MongoDB database. Each
row in the CSV file to be loaded corresponds to a record to be
loaded into the destination Redshift table, and each column in
the CSV corresponds to the column in the destination table. If
you extracted events from a MySQL binlog or other CDC log,
see the following section for instructions on loading.

The most efficient way to load data from S3 into Redshift is to
use the COPY command. COPY can be executed as a SQL state‐
ment in whatever SQL client you use to query your Redshift
cluster or in a Python script using the Boto3 library. COPY
appends the data you’re loading to the existing rows in the des‐
tination table.
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Using the Redshift Query Editor
The easiest way to query your Redshift cluster is to use the
query editor that’s built into the AWS console web application.
While its features are limited, you can edit, save, and execute
SQL queries against your cluster right in your browser. To
access it, log into the Redshift console and click EDITOR in the
navigation window.

The COPY command’s syntax is as follows. All bracketed ([])
items are optional:

COPY table_name
[ column_list ]
FROM source_file
authorization
[ [ FORMAT ] [ AS ] data_format ]
[ parameter [ argument ] [, .. ] ]

NOTE

You can learn more about additional options, and the
COPY command in general, in the AWS documentation.

In its simplest form, using IAM role authorization as specified
in Chapter 4 and a file in your S3 bucket looks something like
this when run from a SQL client:

COPY my_schema.my_table
FROM 's3://bucket-name/file.csv’
iam_role ‘<my-arn>’;

As you’ll recall from “Configuring an Amazon Redshift Ware‐
house as a Destination” on page 15, the ARN is formatted like
this:

arn:aws:iam::<aws-account-id>:role/<role-name>
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If you named the role RedshiftLoadRole, then the COPY com‐
mand syntax looks like the following. Note that the numeric
value in the ARN is specific to your AWS account:

COPY my_schema.my_table
FROM 's3://bucket-name/file.csv’
iam_role 'arn:aws:iam::222:role/RedshiftLoadRole’;

When executed, the contents of file.csv are appended to a table
called my_table in the my_schema schema of your Redshift
cluster.

By default, the COPY command inserts data into the columns of
the destination table in the same order as the fields in the input
file. In other words, unless you specify otherwise, the order of
the fields in the CSV you’re loading in this example should
match the order of the columns in the destination table in Red‐
shift. If you’d like to specify the column order, you can do so by
adding the names of the destination columns in an order that
matches your input file, as shown here:

COPY my_schema.my_table (column_1, column_2, ....)
FROM 's3://bucket-name/file.csv'
iam_role 'arn:aws:iam::222:role/RedshiftLoadRole';

It’s also possible to use the Boto3 library to implement the COPY
command in a Python script. In fact, following the template of
the data extraction examples in Chapter 4, loading data via
Python makes for a more standardized data pipeline.

To interact with the Redshift cluster you configured earlier in
this chapter, you’ll need to install the psycopg2 library:

(env) $ pip install psycopg2

Now you can start writing your Python script. Create a new file
called copy_to_redshift.py and add the following three code
blocks.

The first step is to import boto3 to interact with the S3 bucket,
psycopg2 to run the COPY command on the Redshift cluster, and
the configparser library to read the pipeline.conf file:
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import boto3
import configparser
import psycopg2

Next, connect to the Redshift cluster using the psycopg2.con
nect function and credentials stored in the pipeline.conf file:

parser = configparser.ConfigParser()
parser.read("pipeline.conf")
dbname = parser.get("aws_creds", "database")
user = parser.get("aws_creds", "username")
password = parser.get("aws_creds", "password")
host = parser.get("aws_creds", "host")
port = parser.get("aws_creds", "port")

# connect to the redshift cluster
rs_conn = psycopg2.connect(
    "dbname=" + dbname
    + " user=" + user
    + " password=" + password
    + " host=" + host
    + " port=" + port)

Now you can execute the COPY command using a psycopg2 Cur
sor object. Run the same COPY command that you ran manually
earlier in the section, but instead of hard-coding the AWS
account ID and IAM role name, load those values from the
pipeline.conf file:

# load the account_id and iam_role from the
# conf files
parser = configparser.ConfigParser()
parser.read("pipeline.conf")
account_id = parser.get("aws_boto_credentials",
              "account_id")
iam_role = parser.get("aws_creds", "iam_role")
bucket_name = parser.get("aws_boto_credentials",
              "bucket_name")

# run the COPY command to load the file into Red
shift
file_path = ("s3://"
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    + bucket_name
    + "/order_extract.csv")
role_string = ("arn:aws:iam::"
    + account_id
    + ":role/" + iam_role)

sql = "COPY public.Orders"
sql = sql + " from %s "
sql = sql + " iam_role %s;"

# create a cursor object and execute the COPY
cur = rs_conn.cursor()
cur.execute(sql,(file_path, role_string))

# close the cursor and commit the transaction
cur.close()
rs_conn.commit()

# close the connection
rs_conn.close()

Before you can run the script, you’ll need to create the destina‐
tion table if it does not already exist. In this example, I’m load‐
ing data that was extracted into the order_extract.csv file in
Chapter 4. You can of course load whatever data you’d like. Just
make sure the destination table has the structure to match. To
create the destination table on your cluster, run the following
SQL via the Redshift Query Editor or other application connec‐
ted to your cluster:

CREATE TABLE public.Orders (
  OrderId int,
  OrderStatus varchar(30),
  LastUpdated timestamp
);

Finally, run the script as follows:

(env) $ python copy_to_redshift.py
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Incremental Versus Full Loads
In the previous code sample, the COPY command loaded the
data from the extracted CSV file directly into a table in the
Redshift cluster. If the data in the CSV file came from an incre‐
mental extract of an immutable source (as is the case with
something like immutable event data or other “insert-only”
dataset), then there’s nothing more to do. However, if the data
in the CSV file contains updated records as well as inserts or
the entire contents of the source table, then you have a bit more
work to do, or at least considerations to take into account.

Take the case of the Orders table from Chapter 4. That means
the data you’re loading from the CSV file was extracted either
in full or incrementally from the source MySQL table.

If the data was extracted in full, then you have one small addi‐
tion to make to the loading script. Truncate the destination
table in Redshift (using TRUNCATE) before you run the COPY
operation. The updated code snippet looks like this:

import boto3
import configparser
import psycopg2

parser = configparser.ConfigParser()
parser.read("pipeline.conf")
dbname = parser.get("aws_creds", "database")
user = parser.get("aws_creds", "username")
password = parser.get("aws_creds", "password")
host = parser.get("aws_creds", "host")
port = parser.get("aws_creds", "port")

# connect to the redshift cluster
rs_conn = psycopg2.connect(
    "dbname=" + dbname
    + " user=" + user
    + " password=" + password
    + " host=" + host
    + " port=" + port)
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parser = configparser.ConfigParser()
parser.read("pipeline.conf")
account_id = parser.get("aws_boto_credentials",
                  "account_id")
iam_role = parser.get("aws_creds", "iam_role")
bucket_name = parser.get("aws_boto_credentials",
                  "bucket_name")

# truncate the destination table
sql = "TRUNCATE public.Orders;"
cur = rs_conn.cursor()
cur.execute(sql)

cur.close()
rs_conn.commit()

# run the COPY command to load the file into Red
shift
file_path = ("s3://"
    + bucket_name
    + "/order_extract.csv")
role_string = ("arn:aws:iam::"
    + account_id
    + ":role/" + iam_role)

sql = "COPY public.Orders"
sql = sql + " from %s "
sql = sql + " iam_role %s;"

# create a cursor object and execute the COPY com
mand
cur = rs_conn.cursor()
cur.execute(sql,(file_path, role_string))

# close the cursor and commit the transaction
cur.close()
rs_conn.commit()

# close the connection
rs_conn.close()
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If the data was incrementally extracted, you don’t want to trun‐
cate the destination table. If you did, all you’d have left are the
updated records from the last run of the extraction job. There
are a few ways you can handle data extracted in this way, but
the best is to keep things simple.

In this case, you can simply load the data using the COPY com‐
mand (no TRUNCATE!) and rely on the timestamp stating when
the record was last updated to later identify which record is the
latest or to look back at an historical record. For example, let’s
say that a record in the source table was modified and thus
present in the CSV file being loaded. After loading, you’d see
something like Table 5-1 in the Redshift destination table.

Table 5-1. The Orders table in Redshift

OrderId OrderStatus LastUpdated

1 Backordered 2020-06-01 12:00:00

1 Shipped 2020-06-09 12:00:25

As you can see in Table 5-1, the order with an ID value of 1 is
in the table twice. The first record existed prior to the latest
load, and the second was just loaded from the CSV file. The
first record came in due to an update to the record on
2020-06-01, when the order was in a Backordered state. It was
updated again on 2020-06-09, when it Shipped and included in
the last CSV file you loaded.

From the standpoint of historical record keeping, it’s ideal to
have both of these records in the destination table. Later in the
transform phase of the pipeline, an analyst can choose to use
either or both of the records, depending on the needs of a par‐
ticular analysis. Perhaps they want to know how long the order
was in a backordered state. They need both records to do that.
If they want to know the current status of the order, they have
that as well.

Though it may feel uncomfortable to have multiple records for
the same OrderId in the destination table, in this case it’s the
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right thing to do! The goal of data ingestion is to focus on
extracting and loading data. What to do with the data is a job
for the transform phase of a pipeline, explored in Chapter 6.

Loading Data Extracted from a CDC Log
If your data was extracted via a CDC method, then there is one
other consideration. Though it’s a similar process to loading
data that was extracted incrementally, you’ll have access to not
only inserted and updated records, but also deleted records.

Take the example of the MySQL binary log extraction from
Chapter 4. Recall that the output of the code sample was a CSV
file named orders_extract.csv that was uploaded to the S3
bucket. Its contents looked like the following:

insert|1|Backordered|2020-06-01 12:00:00
update|1|Shipped|2020-06-09 12:00:25

Just like the incremental load example earlier in this section,
there are two records for OrderId 1. When loaded into the data
warehouse, the data looks like it did back in Table 5-1. How‐
ever, unlike the previous example, orders_extract.csv contains a
column for the event responsible for the record in the file. In
this example, that’s either insert or update. If those were the
only two event types, you could ignore the event field and end
up with a table in Redshift that looks like Table 5-1. From
there, analysts would have access to both records when they
build data models later in the pipeline. However, consider
another version of orders_extract.csv with one more line
included:

insert|1|Backordered|2020-06-01 12:00:00
update|1|Shipped|2020-06-09 12:00:25
delete|1|Shipped|2020-06-10 9:05:12

The third line shows that the order record was deleted the day
after it was updated. In a full extraction, the record would have
disappeared completely, and an incremental extraction would
not have picked up the delete (see Chapter 4 for a more
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detailed explanation). With CDC, however, the delete event
was picked up and included in the CSV file.

To accommodate deleted records, it’s necessary to add a col‐
umn to the destination table in the Redshift warehouse to store
the event type. Table 5-2 shows what the extended version of
the Orders looks like.

Table 5-2. The Orders table with EventType in
Redshift

EventType OrderId OrderStatus LastUpdated

insert 1 Backordered 2020-06-01 12:00:00

update 1 Shipped 2020-06-09 12:00:25

delete 1 Shipped 2020-06-10 9:05:12

Once again, the goal of data ingestion in a data pipeline is to
efficiently extract data from a source and load it into a destina‐
tion. The transform step in a pipeline is where the logic to
model the data for a specific use case resides. Chapter 6 dis‐
cusses how to model data loaded via a CDC ingestion, such as
this example.

Configuring a Snowflake Warehouse
as a Destination
If you’re using Snowflake as your data warehouse, you have
three options for configuring access to the S3 bucket from your
Snowflake instance:

• Configure a Snowflake storage integration
• Configure an AWS IAM role
• Configure an AWS IAM user

Of the three, the first is recommended because of how seamless
using a Snowflake storage integration is when later interacting
with the S3 bucket from Snowflake. Because the specifics of the
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configuration include a number of steps, it’s best to refer to the
latest Snowflake documentation on the topic.

In the final step of the configuration you’ll create an external
stage. An external stage is an object that points to an external
storage location so Snowflake can access it. The S3 bucket you
created earlier will serve as that location.

Before you create the stage, it’s handy to define a FILE FORMAT
in Snowflake that you can both refer to for the stage and later
use for similar file formats. Because the examples in this chap‐
ter create pipe-delimited CSV files, create the following FILE
FORMAT:

CREATE or REPLACE FILE FORMAT pipe_csv_format
TYPE = 'csv'
FIELD_DELIMITER = '|';

When you create the stage for the bucket per the final step of
the Snowflake documentation, the syntax will look something
like this:

USE SCHEMA my_db.my_schema;

CREATE STAGE my_s3_stage
  storage_integration = s3_int
  url = 's3://pipeline-bucket/'
  file_format = pipe_csv_format;

In “Loading Data into a Snowflake Data Warehouse” on page
29, you’ll be using the stage to load data that’s been extracted
and stored in the S3 bucket into Snowflake.

Finally, you’ll need to add a section to the pipeline.conf file with
Snowflake login credentials. Note that the user you specify
must have USAGE permission on the stage you just created. Also,
the account_name value must be formatted based on your cloud
provider and the region where the account is located. For
example, if your account is named snowflake_acct1 and hosted
in the US East (Ohio) region of AWS, the account_name value
will be snowflake_acct1.us-east-2.aws. Because this value will
be used to connect to Snowflake via Python using the
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snowflake-connector-python library, you can refer to the
library documentation for help determining the proper value
for your account_name.

Here is the section to add to pipeline.conf:

[snowflake_creds]
username = snowflake_user
password = snowflake_password
account_name = snowflake_acct1.us-east-2.aws

Loading Data into a Snowflake Data
Warehouse
Loading data into Snowflake follows a nearly identical pattern
to the previous sections on loading data into Redshift. As such,
I will not discuss the specifics of handing full, incremental, or
CDC data extracts. Rather, I will describe the syntax of loading
data from a file that has been extracted.

The mechanism for loading data into Snowflake is the COPY
INTO command. COPY INTO loads the contents of a file or multi‐
ple files into a table in the Snowflake warehouse. You can read
more about the advanced usage and options of the command
in the Snowflake documentation.

NOTE

Snowflake also has a data integration service called Snow‐
pipe that enables loading data from files as soon as they’re
available in a Snowflake stage like the one used in the
example in this section. You can use Snowpipe to continu‐
ously load data rather than scheduling a bulk load via the
COPY INTO command.

Each extraction example in Chapter 4 wrote a CSV file to an S3
bucket. In “Configuring a Snowflake Warehouse
as a Destination” on page 27, you created a Snowflake stage
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called my_s3_stage that is linked to that bucket. Now, using the
COPY INTO command, you can load the file into a Snowflake
table as follows:

COPY INTO destination_table
  FROM @my_s3_stage/extract_file.csv;

It’s also possible to load multiple files into the table at once. In
some cases, data is extracted into more than one file due to vol‐
ume or as a result of multiple extraction job runs since the last
load. If the files have a consistent naming pattern (and they
should!), you can load them all using the pattern parameter:

COPY INTO destination_table
  FROM @my_s3_stage
  pattern='.*extract.*.csv';

NOTE

The format of the file to be loaded was set when you cre‐
ated the Snowflake stage (a pipe-delimited CSV); thus, you
do not need to state it in the COPY INTO command syntax.

Now that you know how the COPY INTO command works, it’s
time to write a short Python script that can be scheduled and
executed to automate the load in a pipeline. See Chapter 7 for
more details on this and other pipeline orchestration
techniques.

First, you’ll need to install a Python library to connect to your
Snowflake instance. You can do so using pip:

(env) $ pip install snowflake-connector-python

Now, you can write a simple Python script to connect to your
Snowflake instance and use COPY INTO to load the contents of
the CSV file into a destination table:

import snowflake.connector
import configparser
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parser = configparser.ConfigParser()
parser.read("pipeline.conf")
username = parser.get("snowflake_creds",
            "username")
password =  parser.get("snowflake_creds",
            "password")
account_name = parser.get("snowflake_creds",
            "account_name")

snow_conn = snowflake.connector.connect(
    user = username,
    password = password,
    account = account_name
    )

sql = """COPY INTO destination_table
  FROM @my_s3_stage
  pattern='.*extract.*.csv';"""

cur = snow_conn.cursor()
cur.execute(sql)
cur.close()

Using Your File Storage as a Data Lake
There are times when it makes sense to extract data from an S3
bucket (or other cloud storage) and not load into a data ware‐
house. Data stored in a structured or semistructured form in
this way is often referred to as a data lake.

Unlike a data warehouse, a data lake stores data in many for‐
mats in a raw and sometimes unstructured form. It’s cheaper to
store, but is not optimized for querying in the same way that
structured data in a warehouse is.

However, in recent years, tools have come along to make
querying data in a data lake far more accessible and often
transparent to a user comfortable with SQL. For example,
Amazon Athena is an AWS service that allows a user to query
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data stored in S3 using SQL. Amazon Redshift Spectrum is a
service that allows Redshift to access data in S3 as an external
table and reference it in queries alongside tables in the Redshift
warehouse. Other cloud providers and products have similar
functionality.

When should you consider using such an approach rather than
structuring and loading the data into your warehouse? There
are a few situations that stand out.

Storing large amounts of data in a cloud storage–based data
lake is less expensive than storing it in a warehouse (this is not
true for Snowflake data lakes that use the same storage as
Snowflake data warehouses). In addition, because it’s unstruc‐
tured or semistructured data (no predefined schema), making
changes to the types or properties of data stored is far easier
than modifying a warehouse schema. JSON documents are an
example of the type of semistructured data that you might
encounter in a data lake. If a data structure is frequently chang‐
ing, you may consider storing it in a data lake, at least for the
time being.

During the exploration phase of a data science or machine
learning project, the data scientist or machine learning
engineer might not know yet exactly what “shape” they need
their data in. By granting them access to data in a lake in its raw
form, they can explore the data and determine what attributes
of the data they need to make use of. Once they know, you can
determine whether it makes sense to load the data into a table
in the warehouse and gain the query optimization that comes
with doing so.

In reality, many organization have both data lakes and data
warehouses in their data infrastructure. Over time, the two
have become complementary, rather than competing, solutions.

Open Source Frameworks
As you’ve noticed by now, there are repetitive steps in each data
ingestion (both in the extract and load steps). As such, numer‐
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ous frameworks that provide the core functionally and connec‐
tions to common data sources and destinations have sprung up
in recent years. Some are open source, as discussed in this sec‐
tion, while the next section provides an overview of some pop‐
ular commercial products for data ingestions.

One popular open source framework is called Singer. Written
in Python, Singer uses taps to extract data from a source and
streams it in JSON to a target. For example, if you want to
extract data from a MySQL database and load it into a Google
BigQuery data warehouse, you’d use the MySQL tap and the
BigQuery target.

As with the code samples in this chapter, with Singer you’ll still
need to use a separate orchestration framework to schedule and
coordinate data ingestions (see Chapter 7 for more). However,
whether you use Singer or another framework, you have a lot
to gain from a well-built foundation to get you up and running
quickly.

Being an open source project, there are a wide number of taps
and targets available (see some of the most popular in
Table 5-3), and you can contribute your own back to the
project as well. Singer is well documented and has active Slack
and GitHub communities.
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Table 5-3. Popular singer taps
and targets

Taps Targets

Google Analytics CSV

Jira Google BigQuery

MySQL PostgreSQL

PostgreSQL Amazon Redshift

Salesforce Snowflake

Commercial Alternatives
There are several commercial cloud-hosted products that make
many common data ingestions possible without writing a sin‐
gle line of code. They also have built-in scheduling and job
orchestration. Of course, this all comes at a cost.

Two of the most popular commercial tools for data ingestion
are Stitch and Fivetran. Both are fully web-based and accessible
to data engineers as well as other data professionals on a data
team. They provide hundreds of prebuilt “connectors” to com‐
mon data sources, such as Salesforce, HubSpot, Google Analyt‐
ics, GitHub, and more. You can also ingest data from MySQL,
Postgres, and other databases. Support for Amazon Redshift,
Snowflake, and other data warehouses is built in as well.

If you ingest data from sources that are supported, you’ll save a
great deal of time in building a new data ingestion. In addition,
as Chapter 7 outlines in detail, scheduling and orchestrating
data ingestions aren’t trivial tasks. With Stitch and Fivetran,
you’ll be able to build, schedule, and alert on broken ingestion
pipelines right in your browser.

Selected connectors on both platforms also support things like
job execution timeouts, duplicate data handling, source system
schema changes, and more. If you’re building ingestions on
your own, you’ll need to take all that into account yourself.
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Of course, there are some trade-offs:

Cost
Both Stitch and Fivetran have volume-based pricing mod‐
els. Though they differ in how they measure volume and
what other features they include in each pricing tier, at the
end of the day what you pay is based on how much data
you ingest. If you have a number of high-volume data
sources to ingest from, it will cost you.

Vendor lock-in
Once you invest in a vendor, you’ll be facing a nontrivial
amount of work to migrate to another tool or product,
should you decide to move on in the future.

Customization requires coding
If the source system you want to ingest from doesn’t have
a prebuilt connector, you’ll have to write a little code on
your own. For Stitch, that means writing a custom Singer
tap (see the previous section), and with Fivetran, you’ll
need to write cloud functions using AWS Lambda, Azure
Function, or Google Cloud Functions. If you have many
custom data sources, such as custom-built REST APIs,
you’ll end up having to write custom code and then pay
for Stitch or Fivetran to run it.

Security and privacy
Though both products serve as passthroughs for your data
and don’t store it for long periods of time, they still techni‐
cally have access to both your source systems as well as
destinations (usually data warehouses or data lakes). Both
Fivetran and Stitch meet high standards for security; how‐
ever, some organizations are reluctant to utilize them due
to risk tolerance, regulatory requirements, potential
liability, and the overhead of reviewing and approving a
new data processor.

The choice to build or buy is complex and unique to each orga‐
nization and use case. It’s also worth keeping in mind that some
organizations use a mix of custom code and a product like
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Fivetran or Stitch for data ingestions. For example, it might be
most cost effective to write custom code to handle some high-
volume ingestions that would be costly to run in a commercial
platform but also worth the cost of using Stitch or Fivetran for
ingestions with prebuilt, vendor-supported connectors.

If you do choose a mix of custom and commercial tools, keep
in mind you’ll need to consider how you standardize things
such as logging, alerting, and dependency management. Later
chapters of this book discuss those subjects and touch on the
challenges of managing pipelines that span multiple platforms.
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CHAPTER 8

Data Validation in Pipelines

Even in the best designed data pipeline, something is bound to
go wrong. Many issues can be avoided, or at least mitigated,
with good design of processes, orchestration, and infrastruc‐
ture. To ensure the quality of and validity of the data itself,
however, you’ll need to invest in data validation. It’s best to
assume that untested data is not safe to use in analytics. This
chapter discusses the principles of data validation throughout
the steps of an ELT pipeline.

Validate Early, Validate Often
Though well intentioned, some data teams leave data validation
to the end of a pipeline and implement some kind of validation
during transformation or even after all transformations are
complete. In this design, they are working with the idea that the
data analysts (who typically own the transform logic) are best
suited to make sense of the data and determine if there are any
quality issues.

In such a design, the data engineers focus on moving data from
one system to another, orchestrating pipelines, and maintain‐
ing the data infrastructure. Although that’s the role of a data
engineer, there’s one thing missing: by ignoring the content of
the data flowing through each step in the pipeline, they are
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putting trust in the owners of the source systems they ingest
from, their own ingestion processes, and the analysts who
transform the data. As efficient as such separation of responsi‐
bilities sounds, it’s likely to end with low data quality and an
inefficient debugging process when quality issues are
uncovered.

Finding a data quality issue at the end of a pipeline and having
to trace it back to the beginning is a worst-case scenario. By
validating at each step in a pipeline, you are more likely to find
the root cause in the current step rather than a previous one.

Though data engineers can’t be expected to have enough con‐
text to perform validation for every dataset, they can take the
lead by writing noncontextual validation checks as well as pro‐
viding the infrastructure and templates to enable those team
members and stakeholders closer to each step in the pipeline to
perform more specific validation.

Source System Data Quality
Given the large number of source systems that are ingested into
a typical data warehouse, it’s likely that invalid data will make
its way into the warehouse during data ingestion at some point.
Though it may seem that invalid data of some sort would be
found by the source system owner before it could be ingested,
it’s often not the case for several reasons:

Invalid data may not impact the functioning of the source system
itself

The logic of the source system application may work
around issues such as duplicate/ambiguous records in a
table by deduplicating at the application layer, or fill in
NULL date values with a default in the application itself.

The source system may function just fine when records are
orphaned

For example, a Customer record might be deleted, but the
Order records related to the customer may remain.
Though the application might just ignore such Order
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records, this situation will certainly have an impact on the
analysis of the data.

A bug that has not yet been found or fixed may actually exist in
the source system

I’ve encountered multiple instances in my career where a
critical issue in a source system was identified by the data
team!

NOTE

Regardless of the reason, the bottom line is that a data
engineer should never assume that the data they are ingest‐
ing is free of quality issues, even if the resulting data loaded
into the warehouse perfectly matches its source.

Data Ingestion Risks
In addition to quality issues in the source system, there’s the
possibility of the data ingestion process itself resulting in a data
quality problem. Here are some common examples:

A system outage or timeout in the extract or load step of an
ingestion

Though at times such a situation will throw a hard error
and halt the pipeline, in others a “silent” failure will result
in a partially extracted or loaded dataset.

A logical error in an incremental ingestion
Recall from Chapters 4 and 2 the pattern for an incremen‐
tal extract. The timestamp of the most recent record from
a table in the data warehouse is read, and any records with
a more recent timestamp in the source system are then
extracted so they an be loaded into the warehouse. A logi‐
cal error as simple as using a “greater than or equals” oper‐
ator rather than a “greater than” in a SQL statement can
result in duplicate records being ingested. There are
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numerous other possibilities such as inconsistencies in
time zones across systems.

Parsing issues in an extracted file
As you’ll recall from Chapters 4 and 2, it’s typical for data
to be extracted from a source system, stored in a flat file
such as a CSV, and then loaded from that file into a data
warehouse. When data is translated from a source system
into a flat file, there are times when it includes special
characters or other character encoding that is unexpected.
Depending on how the data engineer and the data ware‐
house loading mechanism handle such cases, it’s possible
for records to be discarded or the data contained in the
newly loaded records to be malformed.

NOTE

Like the assumption that source systems will present valid
data, the assumption that a data ingestion “simply” extracts
and loads data is a poor one.

Enabling Data Analyst Validation
When it comes to validating the data that’s been loaded into a
data warehouse and the data that’s been transformed into data
models, a data analyst is usually the best equipped to own vali‐
dation. They are the ones who understand the business context
of the raw data as well as in each data model (see Chapter 6).
However, it’s up to data engineers to provide analysts with the
tools they need to define and execute data validation through‐
out a data pipeline. Of course, for less contextual validations
such as row counts and duplicate records, data engineers
should take part in validation early in the pipeline.

The next section introduces a simplified framework that can be
used by analysts and data engineers to implement data valida‐
tion checks in a pipeline. The final section notes a few open
source and commercial frameworks that can be used for the
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same purpose. Whatever tool you choose, it’s important to
empower engineers and analysts with a reliable method of writ‐
ing and executing validation tests while introducing as little
friction as possible. Though everyone on a data team tends to
agree that valid data is important, if the bar to implement vali‐
dation is high, you’ll find that it will take a backseat to new
development and other priorities.

A Simple Validation Framework
In this section, I define a fully functional data validation frame‐
work written in Python and designed to execute SQL-based
data validation checks. Like other samples in this book, it’s
highly simplified and lacks many features you’d expect in a pro‐
duction environment. In other words, it’s not intended to han‐
dle all of your data validation needs. However, my goal is for it
to introduce the key concepts of such a framework while also
sharing something that can be extended and improved to fit
your infrastructure.

This simple version of the framework supports limited capabil‐
ities as far as what kind of outcomes can be checked in a valida‐
tion test and how tests can be executed in bulk, but not much
more. I note some possible additions to extend the framework
later in this section if you want to use it as a starting point.
Even if you choose to use an off-the-shelf framework, I believe
there is value in understanding the concepts involved in this
highly simplified approach.

Validator Framework Code
The general concept of this framework is a Python script that
executes a pair of SQL scripts and compares the two based on a
comparison operator. The combination of each script and the
outcome is considered a validation test, and the test is said to
pass or fail depending on how the result of the executed scripts
compares to the expected outcome. For example, one script
might count the number of rows in a table for a given day, the
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second counts the number of rows from the previous day, and a
comparison operator of >= checks to see if the current day has
more rows than the previous did. If so, it passes; if not, it fails.

Note that one of the SQL scripts can also return a static value
such as an integer. As you can see in the examples in “Valida‐
tion Test Examples” on page 56, that approach is used to check
for duplicated rows in a table. Though simple, this framework
can handle a wide range of validation logic.

Using command-line arguments, you can tell the validator to
execute a specific pair of scripts as well as the operator to use
for comparison. It then executes and returns a pass/fail code.
The return value can be used to trigger various actions in an
Airflow DAG, as shown later in this section, or consumed by
any other process that executes the validator.

Example 8-1 shows the code for the validator. This version is
set to execute tests against an Amazon Redshift data warehouse
using the psycopg2 Python library. It also uses the same pipe‐
line.conf configuration file from Chapters 4 and 2 to access the
credentials to the warehouse. You can easily modify this script
to access a Snowflake data warehouse per the samples in Chap‐
ter 5, or another data warehouse of your choice. The only dif‐
ference will be the library you use to connect and execute quer‐
ies. You’ll also need to make sure that your Python environ‐
ment is set up properly and a virtual environment is activated.
See Chapter 4 for more information.

Example 8-1. validator.py

import sys
import psycopg2
import configparser

def connect_to_warehouse():
    # get db connection parameters from the conf file
    parser = configparser.ConfigParser()
    parser.read("pipeline.conf")
    dbname = parser.get("aws_creds", "database")
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    user = parser.get("aws_creds", "username")
    password = parser.get("aws_creds", "password")
    host = parser.get("aws_creds", "host")
    port = parser.get("aws_creds", "port")

    rs_conn = psycopg2.connect(
        "dbname=" + dbname
        + " user=" + user
        + " password=" + password
        + " host=" + host
        + " port=" + port)

    return rs_conn

# execute a test made of up two scripts
# and a comparison operator
# Returns true/false for test pass/fail
def execute_test(
        db_conn,
        script_1,
        script_2,
        comp_operator):

    # execute the 1st script and store the result
    cursor = db_conn.cursor()
    sql_file = open(script_1, 'r')
    cursor.execute(sql_file.read())

    record = cursor.fetchone()
    result_1 = record[0]
    db_conn.commit()
    cursor.close()

    # execute the 2nd script and store the result
    cursor = db_conn.cursor()
    sql_file = open(script_2, 'r')
    cursor.execute(sql_file.read())

    record = cursor.fetchone()
    result_2 = record[0]
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    db_conn.commit()
    cursor.close()

    print("result 1 = " + str(result_1))
    print("result 2 = " + str(result_2))

    # compare values based on the comp_operator
    if comp_operator == "equals":
        return result_1 == result_2
    elif comp_operator == "greater_equals":
        return result_1 >= result_2
    elif comp_operator == "greater":
        return result_1 > result_2
    elif comp_operator == "less_equals":
        return result_1 <= result_2
    elif comp_operator == "less":
        return result_1 < result_2
    elif comp_operator == "not_equal":
        return result_1 != result_2

    # if we made it here, something went wrong
    return False

if __name__ == "__main__":

    if len(sys.argv) == 2 and sys.argv[1] == "-h":
        print("Usage: python validator.py"
          + "script1.sql script2.sql "
          + "comparison_operator")
        print("Valid comparison_operator values:")
        print("equals")
        print("greater_equals")
        print("greater")
        print("less_equals")
        print("less")
        print("not_equal")

        exit(0)

    if len(sys.argv) != 4:
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        print("Usage: python validator.py"
          + "script1.sql script2.sql "
          + "comparison_operator")
        exit(-1)

    script_1 = sys.argv[1]
    script_2 = sys.argv[2]
    comp_operator = sys.argv[3]

    # connect to the data warehouse
    db_conn = connect_to_warehouse()

    # execute the validation test
    test_result = execute_test(
                    db_conn,
                    script_1,
                    script_2,
                    comp_operator)

    print("Result of test: " + str(test_result))

    if test_result == True:
        exit(0)
    else:
        exit(-1)

The following subsections describe the structure of the valida‐
tion tests that this framework is designed to run and how to
run a test from the command line as well as an Airflow DAG.
In the next section, I’ll share some sample validation tests based
on common types of tests.

Structure of a Validation Test
As briefly described in the previous subsection, a validation test
in this framework consists of three things:

• A SQL file that runs a script that results in a single
numeric value
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• A second SQL file that runs a script that results in a single
numeric value

• A “comparison operator” that is used to compare the two
values returned from the SQL scripts

Let’s look at a simple example that checks to make sure that two
tables have the same number of rows. In Example 8-2, the SQL
script counts the number of rows in a table named Orders,
while in Example 8-3, the SQL script gets the same count from
another table named Orders_Full.

Example 8-2. order_count.sql

SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM Orders;

Example 8-3. order_full_count.sql

SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM Orders_Full;

You can use the following SQL to create and populate the
Orders and Orders_Full tables used in examples throughout
this chapter:

CREATE TABLE Orders (
  OrderId int,
  OrderStatus varchar(30),
  OrderDate timestamp,
  CustomerId int,
  OrderTotal numeric
);

INSERT INTO Orders
  VALUES(1,'Shipped','2020-06-09',100,50.05);
INSERT INTO Orders
  VALUES(2,'Shipped','2020-07-11',101,57.45);
INSERT INTO Orders
  VALUES(3,'Shipped','2020-07-12',102,135.99);
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INSERT INTO Orders
  VALUES(4,'Shipped','2020-07-12',100,43.00);

CREATE TABLE Orders_Full (
  OrderId int,
  OrderStatus varchar(30),
  OrderDate timestamp,
  CustomerId int,
  OrderTotal numeric
);

INSERT INTO Orders_Full 
VALUES(1,'Shipped','2020-06-09',100,50.05);
INSERT INTO Orders_Full 
VALUES(2,'Shipped','2020-07-11',101,57.45);
INSERT INTO Orders_Full 
VALUES(3,'Shipped','2020-07-12',102,135.99);
INSERT INTO Orders_Full 
VALUES(4,'Shipped','2020-07-12',100,43.00);

The last piece of a validation test is the comparison operator to
be used to compare the two values. In the code sample from
Example 8-1, you can see the options available for comparison
operators, but here they are with their associated logical sym‐
bols in parentheses for reference:

• equals

• greater_equals

• greater

• less_equals

• less

• not_equal

Next we’ll look at how to run a test and make sense of the
result.
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Running a Validation Test
Using the example of the validation test from the previous sub‐
section, the test can be executed on the command line as
follows:

$ python validator.py order_count.sql 
order_full_count.sql equals

If the row counts of both the Orders and Orders_Full tables are
the same, the output will look like this:

result 1 = 15368
result 2 = 15368
Result of test: True

What you don’t see on the command line is the Exit Status
Code, which in this case is 0 but will be -1 in the case of a test
failure. You can consume this value programmatically, how‐
ever. The next section shows how to do so in an Airflow DAG.
You may also want to consider doing something like sending a
Slack message or email when a test fails. I’ll discuss some
options for doing that later in “Extending the Framework” on
page 51.

Usage in an Airflow DAG
As you learned in Chapter 7, an Airflow task can execute a
Python script using a BashOperator. Consider the elt_pipe
line_sample DAG from Example 7-2. After the Orders table is
ingested (after both the extract and load tasks), I will add
another task to run the validation test example I just shared to
check the row count of the Orders table against some fictional
table named Orders_Full. For the sake of this example, assume
that for some reason we want to make sure that the row count
in Orders is the same as Orders_Full, and if it’s not, to fail the
task and stop further execution of downstream tasks in the
DAG.

First, add the following task to the elt_pipeline_sample.py
DAG definition:
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check_order_rowcount_task = BashOperator(
    task_id='check_order_rowcount',
    bash_command='set -e; python validator.py' +
    'order_count.sql order_full_count.sql equals',
    dag=dag,
)

Next, redefine the dependency order of the DAG in the same
file to the following code. This ensures that after the
load_orders_task, the validation task runs, followed by the
revenue_model_task once both the validation is completed (and
passed) and the load_customers_task has completed
successfully:

extract_orders_task >> load_orders_task
extract_customers_task >> load_customers_task
load_orders_task >> check_order_rowcount_task
check_order_rowcount_task >> revenue_model_task
load_customers_task >> revenue_model_task

Figure 8-1 shows the updated graph view of the DAG.

Figure 8-1. Graph view of the sample ELT DAG with a validation test
included.

When check_order_rowcount_task is executed, the following
Bash command is run per the task definition:

set -e; python validator.py order_count.sql 
order_full_count.sql equals

You’ll recognize the execution of the validator with the
command-line arguments from earlier in this section. What’s
new is the set -e; prior to the rest of the command. This tells
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Bash to stop execution of the script on an error, which is
defined by a nonzero exit status code. As you’ll recall, if the val‐
idation test fails, it returns an exit status of -1. If that happens,
the Airflow task will fail, and no downstream tasks will execute
(revenue_model_task in this case).

It’s not always necessary to halt the further execution of a DAG
when a validation tests fails. In that case, you shouldn’t include
the set -e portion of the Bash command set on the Airflow
task or modify the validator to handle warnings and hard
errors differently. Next, I’ll discuss when to do so and when to
simply send some kind of notification instead.

When to Halt a Pipeline, When to Warn
and Continue
There are times, such as in the previous example, when halting
a pipeline is necessary when a data validation tests fails. In that
example, if the record count in the Orders table is incorrect,
perhaps by refreshing the data model in the final task, business
users will see incorrect sales figures. If that’s important to avoid,
then halting the DAG so that the issue can be addressed is the
right approach. When that’s done, the data model still has data
in it from the previous successful run of the DAG. In general,
stale data is better than incorrect data!

However, there are other times when the failure of a validation
test is less critical and more informational. For example, per‐
haps the number of orders in the table increased by 3% since
the previous run a day ago, while the average daily increase
over the previous 30 days was 1%. You may catch such an
increase with a basic statistical test as I show in the next sec‐
tion. Is it an issue worth halting for? The answer is that it
depends on your circumstances and appetite for risk, but you
can rely on multiple tests to get at that answer.

For example, if you were to also run a test to check for dupli‐
cate rows in the Orders table and it passed, then you know that
the issue isn’t some kind of duplication. Perhaps the company
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just had an incredible day of sales because of a promotion. You
can also adjust your test to take into account seasonality. Per‐
haps it’s the holiday season and yesterday was Black Friday.
Instead of comparing the growth in records to the past 30 days,
you should have compared it to the same period the previous
year, with or without an additional factor for growth in the
business year over year.

In the end, the decision whether to throw an error and halt a
pipeline versus sending an alert to a Slack channel should be
based on the context of the business and use case of the data.
However, it points to the need for both data engineers and ana‐
lysts being empowered to contribute validation tests to a pipe‐
line. Although a data engineer may check for a row count dis‐
crepancy, they may not have the business context to think of
creating a test to check for a seasonality factor in growth of a
row count in the Orders table.

What if you want to just warn instead of halt the pipeline?
You’ll need to make a few modifications either to the DAG in
the previous example or to the validation framework itself. Air‐
flow has a number of options for error handling that you can
learn about in the official Airflow documentation. In the fol‐
lowing section on some possible extensions to the validation
framework, I suggest some ways you can handle less critical
failures in the framework itself. Either option is fine; it’s up to
you where you want the logic to live.

Extending the Framework
As I noted earlier in the chapter, the sample data validation
framework from Example 8-1 is lacking many features that
you’ll want to consider for a production deployment. If you
decide to use this framework as a starting point rather than
considering an open source or commercial option, there are a
number of improvements you may want to consider.

A common need in a validation framework is to send a notifi‐
cation to a Slack channel or email when a test fails. I’ll provide
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an example of how to do so for a Slack channel, but there are
numerous examples on the Web for sending email and notifica‐
tions to other messaging services in Python.

First, you’ll need to create an incoming webhook for the Slack
channel you want to send to. An incoming webhook is a URL
that is unique to the channel that you can post data to in order
for it to show up as a message in that channel. You can follow
the instructions in the Slack documentation to learn how to
create one.

Once you have a webhook, you can add the following function
shown in Example 8-4 to validator.py. You can pass informa‐
tion about a validation test to it. The information sent to the
webhook is then published in the Slack channel.

Example 8-4. A function to send Slack messages

# test_result should be True/False
def send_slack_notification(
  webhook_url,
  script_1,
  script_2,
  comp_operator,
  test_result):
    try:
        if test_result == True:
            message = ("Validation Test Passed!: "
            + script_1 + " / "
            + script_2 + " / "
            + comp_operator)
        else:
            message = ("Validation Test FAILED!: "
            + script_1 + " / "
            + script_2 + " / "
            + comp_operator)

        slack_data = {'text': message}
        response = requests.post(webhook_url,
            data=json.dumps(slack_data),
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            headers={
                'Content-Type': 'application/json'
            })

        if response.status_code != 200:
            print(response)
            return False
    except Exception as e:
        print("error sending slack notification")
        print(str(e))
        return False

Now all you need to do is make a call to the function right
before validation.py exits. Example 8-5 shows the final lines of
the updated script.

Example 8-5. Send a Slack message when a test fails

if test_result == True:
        exit(0)
    else:
        send_slack_notification(
          webhook_url,
          script_1,
          script_2,
          comp_operator,
          test_result)
        exit(-1)

Of course, there is some room for improvement in the format‐
ting of the Slack messages that the function sends, but for now
it’s enough to get the job done. Note that I included the
test_result parameter in the send_slack_notification func‐
tion. It’s set up to handle notifications of passed tests as well as
failed ones. Though I don’t use it this way in the example, you
may want to do so.

As noted in the previous subsection, sometimes a Slack mes‐
sage is sufficient, and the result of a failed test should not result
in the pipeline coming to a halt. Though you can make use of
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the DAG configuration to handle such a case, you can also
improve the validation framework by adding another
command-line parameter to define severity.

Example 8-6 shows an updated __main__ block of validator.py
with handing for severity. When the script is executed with a
severity level of halt, then a failed test results in an exit code of
-1. When the severity level is set to warn, then a failed test
results in an exit code of 0, just as it does when a test passes. In
both cases, a failed message leads to a Slack message being sent
to your desired channel.

Example 8-6. Add handling for multiple severity levels of test
failure

if __name__ == "__main__":

    if len(sys.argv) == 2 and sys.argv[1] == "-h":
        print("Usage: python validator.py"
            + "script1.sql script2.sql "
            + "comparison_operator")
        print("Valid comparison_operator values:")
        print("equals")
        print("greater_equals")
        print("greater")
        print("less_equals")
        print("less")
        print("not_equal")

        exit(0)

    if len(sys.argv) != 5:
        print("Usage: python validator.py"
            + "script1.sql script2.sql "
            + "comparison_operator")
        exit(-1)

    script_1 = sys.argv[1]
    script_2 = sys.argv[2]
    comp_operator = sys.argv[3]
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    sev_level = sys.argv[4]

    # connect to the data warehouse
    db_conn = connect_to_warehouse()

    # execute the validation test
    test_result = execute_test(
                  db_conn,
                  script_1,
                  script_2,
                  comp_operator)

    print("Result of test: " + str(test_result))

    if test_result == True:
        exit(0)
    else:
        send_slack_notification(
          webhook_url,
          script_1,
          script_2,
          comp_operator,
          test_result)
        if sev_level == "halt":
            exit(-1)
        else:
            exit(0)

There are countless other ways to extend this framework, two
of which follow. I’m sure you’ll think of some others as well!

Exception handing through the application
Though I left it out for sake of space in this book, catching
and handling exceptions for things like invalid command-
line arguments and SQL errors in the test scripts are a
must in production.
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The ability to run a number of tests with a single execution of
validator.py

Consider storing your tests in a config file and grouping
them by table, DAG, or in another way that fits your
development pattern. Then you can execute all tests that
match a specific point in a pipeline with a single command
rather than one for each test you’ve defined.

Validation Test Examples
The preceding section defined a simple validation framework
and the concept behind how it works. As a reminder, a valida‐
tion test consists of the following:

• A SQL file that runs a script that results in a single
numeric value

• A second SQL file that runs a script that results in a single
numeric value

• A “comparison operator” that is used to compare the two
values returned from the SQL scripts

Assuming you added to enhancements from Examples 8-4, 8-5,
and 8-6 to the validator.py code in Example 8-1, you can exe‐
cute a test on the command line as follows:

python validator.py order_count.sql 
order_full_count.sql equals warn

Severity Level in Examples
Note that I use the warn value for the final command-line
parameter (severity_level) shown previously. I’ll do so
throughout the examples in this section, but you can use the
halt value if you want as well. See Example 8-6 for more.

In this section, I’ll define some sample tests that I find useful in
validating data in a pipeline. These are by no means all of the
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tests that you’ll need to run, but they do cover some common
points to get you started and inspire a wider range of tests.
Each subsection includes the source for the two SQL files that
make up the test as well as the command-line commands and
arguments to execute the tests.

Duplicate Records After Ingestion
Checking for duplicate records is a simple, common test. The
only thing you’ll need to consider is what defines a “duplicate”
in the table you’re checking. Is it based on a single ID value? An
ID as well as a second column? In this example, I’ll check to
make sure that there are not two records in the Orders table
with the same OrderId. To check for duplicates based on addi‐
tional columns, you can simply add those columns to the
SELECT and GROUP BY in the first query.

Note that the second query returns a static value of 0. That’s
because I expect no duplicates and want to compare the count
of duplicates to zero. If they match, the test passes.

Example 8-7. order_dup.sql

WITH order_dups AS
(
  SELECT OrderId, Count(*)
  FROM Orders
  GROUP BY OrderId
  HAVING COUNT(*) > 1
)
SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM order_dups;

Example 8-8. order_dup_zero.sql

SELECT 0;

To run the test, use this:
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python validator.py order_dup.sql 
order_dup_zero.sql equals warn

Unexpected Change in Row Count After Ingestion
When you expect the number of records from a recent inges‐
tion to be somewhat constant, you can use a statistical check to
see if the latest ingestion loaded more or fewer records than
history would suggest.

In this example, I assume that data is ingested daily and will
look to see if the number of records in the Orders table loaded
most recently (yesterday) is within a range I’m comfortable
with. You can do the same for hourly, weekly, or any other
interval, as long as it’s constant.

I’ll use a standard deviation calculation and look to see if yes‐
terday’s row count is within a 90% confidence level based on
the entire history of the Orders table. In other words, is the
value (number of rows) within a 90% confidence interval in
either direction (can be up to 5% off in either direction) of
what’s expected, based on history?

How Far to Look Back
You may want to look back a lesser time period than the entire
history of the table, like a year or two. That decision should be
based on the history of the data. Was there a systematic change
at some point in time? Is history further back than a year accu‐
rate? That decision is up to you.

In statistics, this is considered a two-tailed test because we are
looking under both sides of a normal distribution curve. You
can use a z-score calculator to determine what score to use for a
two-tailed test with a confidence interval of 90% to determine a
z-score of 1.645. In other words, we’re looking for a difference
in either direction, too high or too low, based on a set
threshold.
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I’ll use that z-score in the test to see if the count of order
records from yesterday passes or fails a test. In the validation
test, I’ll return the absolute value of the z-score for yesterday’s
row count and then compare it to a z-score of 1.645 in the sec‐
ond SQL script.

Because you need a good deal of sample data in the Orders
tables, I provide two versions of the first SQL script in the vali‐
dation test. The first (Example 8-9) is the “real” code used to go
through the Orders table, get row counts by day, and then cal‐
culate the z-score for the previous day.

However, you may want to instead use some sample data to
experiment with this kind of test. I provide an alternate version
to populate a table called orders_by_day and then execute the
latter section of Example 8-9 to calculate the z-score for the last
day of the sample set (2020-10-05). Example 8-11 shows the
alternate version.

Example 8-9. order_yesterday_zscore.sql

WITH orders_by_day AS (
  SELECT
    CAST(OrderDate AS DATE) AS order_date,
    COUNT(*) AS order_count
  FROM Orders
  GROUP BY CAST(OrderDate AS DATE)
),
order_count_zscore AS (
  SELECT
    order_date,
    order_count,
    (order_count - avg(order_count) over ())
     / (stddev(order_count) over ()) as z_score
  FROM orders_by_day
)
SELECT ABS(z_score) AS twosided_score
FROM order_count_zscore
WHERE
  order_date =
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    CAST(current_timestamp AS DATE)
    - interval '1 day';

Example 8-10 simply returns the value to check against.

Example 8-10. zscore_90_twosided.sql

SELECT 1.645;

To run the test, use this:

python validator.py order_yesterday_zscore.sql 
zscore_90_twosided.sql greater_equals warn

NOTE

If the Orders table contains a high volume of data, it’s
worth creating the orders_by_day dataset as a table in a
transform task (just as the data model examples in Chapter
6) rather than as a CTE in the validation script. Because the
number of orders by day should not change in the past,
you can create an incremental data model and append
rows for each subsequent day as new data arrives in the
Orders table.

Here is the alternative version, with a hard-coded date to check
along with the sample data required to run it. With this ver‐
sion, you can adjust the order_count values and run the test to
get different z-scores in and out of the desired range:

CREATE TABLE orders_by_day
(
  order_date date,
  order_count int
);

INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-24', 11);
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INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-25', 9);
INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-26', 14);
INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-27', 21);
INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-28', 15);
INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-29', 9);
INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-30', 20);
INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-10-01', 18);
INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-10-02', 14);
INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-10-03', 26);
INSERT INTO orders_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-10-04', 11);

Example 8-11. order_sample_zscore.sql

WITH order_count_zscore AS (
  SELECT
    order_date,
    order_count,
    (order_count - avg(order_count) over ())
     / (stddev(order_count) over ()) as z_score
  FROM orders_by_day
)
SELECT ABS(z_score) AS twosided_score
FROM order_count_zscore
WHERE
  order_date =
    CAST('2020-10-05' AS DATE)
    - interval '1 day';

To run the test, use this:
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python validator.py order_sample_zscore.sql 
zscore_90_twosided.sql greater_equals warn

Metric Value Fluctuations
As noted earlier in this chapter, validating data at each step of
the pipeline is critical. The previous two examples checked for
the validity of data after ingestion. This example checks to
make sure nothing went wrong after data was modeled in the
transform step of a pipeline.

In the data modeling examples from Chapter 6, multiple source
tables are joined together, and logic that determines how to
aggregate values is implemented. There’s no shortage of things
that can go wrong, including invalid join logic that results in
rows being duplicated or dropped. Even if the source data
passed validation earlier in a pipeline, it’s always good practice
to run validation on the data models that are built at the end of
a pipeline.

There are three things you can check on:

• Ensuring a metric is within certain lower and upper
bounds

• Checking row count growth (or reduction) in the data
model

• Checking to see if there is unexpected fluctuation in the
value of a particular metric

By now you probably have a good idea of how to implement
such tests, but I will provide one final example for checking
fluctuation in a metric value. The logic is nearly identical to
that of the last section where I shared how to use a two-sided
test to check the change in row count of a given source table.
This time, however, instead of checking a row count value, I’m
looking to see if the total revenue from orders placed on a
given day is out of historical norms.
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Like the prior section’s example of looking for row count
changes, I provide both a “real” example of how to do this on
raw data (Example 8-12) as well as one with sample, aggregate
data (Example 8-14). To run Example 8-12, you’ll need quite a
bit of data in the Orders table. This code makes sense for a true
implementation. However, you might find Example 8-14 easier
to experiment with for the sake of learning.

Example 8-12. revenue_yesterday_zscore.sql

WITH revenue_by_day AS (
  SELECT
    CAST(OrderDate AS DATE) AS order_date,
    SUM(ordertotal) AS total_revenue
  FROM Orders
  GROUP BY CAST(OrderDate AS DATE)
),
daily_revenue_zscore AS (
  SELECT
    order_date,
    total_revenue,
    (total_revenue - avg(total_revenue) over ())
     / (stddev(total_revenue) over ()) as z_score
  FROM revenue_by_day
)
SELECT ABS(z_score) AS twosided_score
FROM daily_revenue_zscore
WHERE
  order_date =
    CAST(current_timestamp AS DATE)
    - interval '1 day';

Example 8-13 simply returns the value to check against.

Example 8-13. zscore_90_twosided.sql

SELECT 1.645;

Use this to run the test:
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python validator.py revenue_yesterday_zscore.sql 
zscore_90_twosided.sql greater_equals warn

Here is the sample data for Example 8-14, which as previously
noted is a simplified version of Example 8-12 but for your own
experimentation:

CREATE TABLE revenue_by_day
(
  order_date date,
  total_revenue numeric
);

INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-24', 203.3);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-25', 190.99);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-26', 156.32);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-27', 210.0);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-28', 151.3);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-29', 568.0);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-09-30', 211.69);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-10-01', 98.99);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-10-02', 145.0);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-10-03', 159.3);
INSERT INTO revenue_by_day
  VALUES ('2020-10-04', 110.23);

Example 8-14. revenue_sample_zscore.sql

WITH daily_revenue_zscore AS (
  SELECT
    order_date,
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    total_revenue,
    (total_revenue - avg(total_revenue) over ())
     / (stddev(total_revenue) over ()) as z_score
  FROM revenue_by_day
)
SELECT ABS(z_score) AS twosided_score
FROM daily_revenue_zscore
WHERE
  order_date =
    CAST('2020-10-05' AS DATE)
    - interval '1 day';

To run the test, use this:

python validator.py revenue_sample_zscore.sql 
zscore_90_twosided.sql greater_equals warn

Of course, you’ll want to consider adjusting this test to fit your
business case.

Is looking at order revenue by day too “noisy”? Is your order
volume low enough that you need to look at weekly or monthly
aggregates instead? If so, you can modify Example 8-12 to
aggregate by week or month instead of day. Example 8-15
shows a monthly version of the same check. It compares the
previous month versus the 11 prior to it.

Note that this example checks the total revenue for the previous
month from the current date. This is the type of validation
you’d run when you “close” a month, which is usually on the
first day of the next month. For example, this is a validation
you might run on October 1 to check to make sure that revenue
from September is within your expected range based on past
history.

Example 8-15. revenue_lastmonth_zscore.sql

WITH revenue_by_day AS (
  SELECT
    date_part('month', order_date) AS order_month,
    SUM(ordertotal) AS total_revenue
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  FROM Orders
  WHERE
    order_date > date_trunc('month',current_timestamp 
- interval '12 months')
    AND
    order_date < date_trunc('month', current_timestamp)
  GROUP BY date_part('month', order_date)
),
daily_revenue_zscore AS (
  SELECT
    order_month,
    total_revenue,
    (total_revenue - avg(total_revenue) over ())
     / (stddev(total_revenue) over ()) as z_score
  FROM revenue_by_day
)
SELECT ABS(z_score) AS twosided_score
FROM daily_revenue_zscore
WHERE order_month = 
date_part('month',date_trunc('month',current_timestamp 
- interval '1 months'));

There are a number of other variations of such a validation test.
What level of date granularity, what date periods you want to
compare, and even the z-score are things you’ll need to analyze
and tweak based on your own data.

Metric Validation Requires Context
Writing validation tests for metric values in a data model can be
quite a challenge, and one best left to a data analyst who knows
the business context well. Taking into account growth in the
business, day of week effects, seasonality, and more is a skill in
and of itself and differs for each business and use case. Still, the
examples in this section should give you an idea of where to
start.
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Commercial and Open Source Data
Validation Frameworks
Throughout this section, I’ve used a sample Python-based vali‐
dation framework. As previously noted, though it’s simple, it
can easily be extended to become a full-featured, production-
ready application for all kinds of data validation needs.

That said, just like data ingestion, data modeling, and data
orchestration tools, there is a build-versus-buy decision to
make when it comes to what you use for data validation. In
fact, previous build-versus-buy decisions often play into what a
data team decides to use for data validation at different points
in a pipeline.

For instance, some data ingestion tools include features to
check for row count changes, unexpected values in columns,
and more. Some data transformation frameworks, such as dbt,
include data validation and testing functionally. If you’ve
already invested in such tools, check to see what options are
available.

Finally, there are open source frameworks for data validation.
The number of such frameworks is vast, and I suggest looking
for one that fits your ecosystem. For example, if you’re building
a machine learning pipeline and use TensorFlow, you might
consider TensorFlow Data Validation. For more general valida‐
tion, Yahoo’s Validator is an open source option.
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